UNIT- V
ROOM DESIGNATIONS
Room Designations – Types of Rooms, Room Configurations to suit guest preferencesNumbering of rooms - Room status reconciliation - Room status codes, Discrepancy report. Glossary of Front Office Terms

ROOM DESIGNATIONS




The room designation identifies whether it is a smoking or nonsmoking room.
In the early 1980’s hotels began to convert a portion of their sleeping rooms to permanently
nonsmoking rooms.
It is common to find entire floors of hotel sleeping rooms designated as non-smoking.
Today, most hotels have a minimum of 50% of their rooms designed as non-smoking. In
some markets that figure is as high as 75 to 80 percent. A few hotels have begun to
experiment with entirely smoke-free guest rooms.

Types of rooms
A hotel’s salesman should have a complete knowledge about its products. All those involved in
selling of rooms should have the required knowledge about all the rooms in the property. They
will then be in a position to recommend & sell the rooms meeting the guest’s requirements. They
should know the existing category of rooms, their location & facilities in such rooms.
Some of the popular types of rooms found in hotels are as listed below: 1. Single rooms: The term refers to a room with a standard
single
bed
to
provide
sleeping
accommodation for one person. The
furnishings & fixtures & the amenities of such
rooms would be as per the policy of that
hotel. The size of a single bed is 6’-3’FT.

2. Double rooms: The term refers to rooms, which have double
beds & provide sleeping comfort for two
persons. A double bed is a large bed having
a dimension of 4.5ft by 6’ FT
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3. Twin rooms: It’s a room with “two identical twin beds”
separated by a small bedside table. This
provides accommodation for two persons.

4. Hollywood twin rooms: This is a room with two single beds joined
together & having a common headboard
fixed on to the wall. The bed length is slightly
bigger, around 6.8 feet compared to the
normal bed length of 6feet. The reason for
this kind of bed placement is because the
room can be used as a twin room or a
double room as and when required. The
beds may have space for luggage too, so
that there is more floor space for movement.
5. Triple rooms: This type of room offers sleeping
accommodation facilities for three persons
& has a double bed & a single bed on one
side.

6. Quad: A quad room has separate single beds and can
accommodate four persons together in the
same room.

7. Double-double Room: A room with two double (or perhaps queen)
beds. It may be occupied by four persons in the
same room.
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8. King Room: A room with a king-size bed. It may be
occupied by one or more people (Size: 6 feet x
6 feet).

9. Queen Room: A room with a queen sized bed. May be
occupied by one or more people. (Size: 5 feet
x 6 feet)

10. Interconnected rooms: Two rooms adjoining to each other having an
interconnecting door allowing entry from one
room to another, without having to go through
the corridor. These type of rooms are ideal for
families.

11. Adjacent Room: Adjacent Rooms close to each other but
does not share a common wall with it,
perhaps across the hall. Rooms (in the
picture) 1 & 12, 3 & 14 are adjacent rooms
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12. Adjoining Rooms: Rooms with a common wall but no connecting
door.

13. Parlor rooms: A sitting or a living room
with a bed for
relaxation but not for sleeping room. In
emergencies, the parlours can service as
extra bedrooms by having sofa cum bed. This
reduces the requirement of an extra bedroom,
especially during the busy seasons and there
is a shortfall of rooms in the hotels. They are
sometimes referred to as “saloon rooms” in
some part of Europe.
14. Studio rooms: These rooms are also called multi-utility
rooms. They have utility furniture such as
a sofa-cum-bed, Murphy bed & closet or
roll away bed. The sofa is converted into a
bed at night. These hotel rooms are small
in size with one bed and a sofa-cum-bed.
Generally, they are used as living room
during day and as bedroom in the night.
15. Cabana rooms: These rooms are located overlooking the
swimming pool. The guest, who wishes to
spend a considerable amount of time at
the swimming pool, can pay the rent &
avail this facility. The toilets provide 24
hours hot & cold water & the beds provided
are hard in nature. At times they are
situated away from the main hotel building.
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16. Lanai rooms: A Lanai room has a veranda or roofed patio
and often furnished and used as a living room.
The room is located in a serene environment
with a view of garden or sea beach and can
be found in resort hotels.

17. Efficiency rooms: An efficiency has a kitchen area for the
guests preferring longer duration of stay. An
efficiency will have a sink, microwave,
refrigerator and either a stove top or full oven.

18. Hospitality rooms: These types of rooms are utilized for
having a small gathering of guests who will
be served cocktails & provided with
entertainment. They are also called as
small functions rooms. They are charged
on hourly basis. This room facility helps the
hotel guest not to entertain his own guests
in his personal room which may be
occupied by his family members and rather
provide a professional meeting zone for his
guests.
19. Business club rooms: These rooms are located on the business club
floors, which are generally occupied by the top
executives of companies. The facilities
provided are a lounge, a library and a business
center with a mini-bar. This type of
accommodation is expensive.
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20. Penthouse: It is generally a suite room on the top floor
of a hotel with an attached open sky
space. It also has a very opulent décor
and furnishing and is one of the costliest
rooms in the hotel, preferred by
celebrities and VIPs. The services for
these rooms are more elaborate and
huge care is taken by the hotel staff for
the occupants of these rooms. Hyatt
Kolkata is one of the hotels where the
Presidential Suite room is a pent house
with elaborate décor and furnishings. It
has very opulent décor and furnishings
and preferred by celebrities and political
personalities.

21. Suite rooms: The term “suite” refers to a set of two
rooms of which one is a sitting room or
a living room & the other the bedroom.
This type of accommodation is costlier
than the other. . The décor of such
units are of very high standards, aim to
please the up fluent guest who can
afford the high tariffs of the room
category.
The various types of suite rooms are: Junior suite: it is a bedroom with sitting room attached to it & is meant for ones sleeping
comfort. It has a queen size bed.
ii.
Double suite: It is a double room with a sitting room attached to it. It has a King size bed in it.
i.

iii.

Luxury suite: These are the best possible suites a hotel can offer to its guests. These are very tastefully
decorated with the best possible furnishings in rooms & sanitary fittings. These suites are
generally named as presidential suites, maharaja suites etc. They may have more than
one bedroom & also a kitchenette, a changing room & an office.
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22. Duplex
These are very high tariff rooms that are
spread
over
two
floors
with
interconnecting staircase. Generally, the
living room is at the lower level and bed
room above. In general, this suite is used
by business guests, VIPs and senior
corporate who wish to use the lower level
as an office and meeting place and the
upper level room as the bed room

ROOM CONFIGURATIONS








Room configurations characterize the physical make up of a guest room, therefore looking
at differences in guest rooms within a particular hotel
The standard configuration is the room configuration that makes up the majority of the
sleeping rooms at a particular hotel.
This is also referred to as Run of House (ROH), generally means you will be staying in a
room decided upon by the hotel. In its simplest form, ROH means you will get whatever
room is available at the time you check-in.
Room configurations are an important aspect of how a hotel will determine the sleeping
room rate
Offering guests an upgrade allows the hotel the potential for increased room revenue.
It must be noted that room configuration only identifies the room itself. Hotels designate
rooms with a particularly nice view, balcony or other amenity as added value may indeed
charge more for those rooms. However, the room itself remains same. The configuration
does not change with the amenity alone.

1. Standard Configuration
The standard configuration is defined as the room configuration that makes up the majority
of the sleeping rooms at a particular hotel. Some hotels refer to their standard configuration
as the run of house (ROH). The run of house rooms are understood to be the greatest
number of available rooms.
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Most basic type of bed room in a hotel might consist of the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.

Wardrobe
Luggage rack
Minibar
Writing table cum dressing table.
A chair for the writing table.
A mirror attached to the wall for dressing.
Two single seated sofa or a double seated sofa.
A coffee table
Bed/Beds with bedside table (bedside table may be termed as bedside console)
Head board
Proper upholstery
Appropriate lighting
A television
A telephone along with attached bathroom with all facilities.
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2.

Enhanced Configuration

The enhanced configuration is the
next level up from the standard
configuration. It is understood to
include more amenities and services
than the standard configuration.
Sometimes called a “concierge” or
“business level” room, these rooms
carry a higher room rate than the
standard configuration.
The rooms offer everything the
standard rooms do plus extra
services/ amenities which may
include






Upgraded soft goods
Upgraded hard goods
Upgraded amenities
Items targeted to the business traveller
Access to a private lounge

3. Suite Configuration
The suite configuration involves larger
rooms (in terms of square footage). By
definition the suite must only be larger than
the standard and may not include greater
levels of service or amenities. Varying sizes
of suites allow the hotel to charge higher
rates for bigger rooms. Suites are identified
by their size in relation to the standard
configuration and the names may differ from
hotel to hotel
An example of how the suite names may change respective to the room size is as follows
 Junior Suite
 Corner Suite
 Duplex Suite
 Hospitality Suite
 Presidential Suite
4. Room Configurations and Target Markets
Room configurations remain constant amongst all hotel target markets. The standard
configuration is the category of guest room that is the most prevalent at a specific hotel. All suite
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hotels have enhanced configurations and larger suites as well. Extended stay target market also
uses the same philosophy
5. Disabled Access Configuration
Disabled access configurations include
rooms that are equipped to make the
overnight stay of the disabled guest more
pleasant and may include:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Raised beds
Wider doorways
Telecommunication Devices
Voice activated dialing
Clocks with larger, brighter
numbers
f) Closed caption televisions
g) Elevated toilets
h) Bathrooms equipped with metal handrails
i) Roll in showers
j) Visual alert smoke detectors, door knocks, telephones and alarm clocks
Room Preferences
Room type, configuration and designation all come together to create the specific room a hotel
guest may seek. The guest room preference, if met, will play a major role in overall satisfaction.
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Numbering of the Room









Assigning guest room numbers is the identification method hotels have used for most of
history.
Typically, odd numbers are on one side of the floor, even numbers on the other. And the
first digit denotes the floor number
Whatever pattern is begun with the initial guest room’s floor, it is carried on throughout the
remainder of the floors
It makes the work of the receptionist greatly simplified. Where the hotel has only 99 rooms,
then the rooms will be numbered consisting of “two” digits & when it has more than 100
rooms then “three” digits system is normally used to number the rooms. Room number
#56 will indicate sixth room on the fifth floor or room number #214 will mean fourteenth
room on the second floor.
For security reasons the room coding is done, which the concerned hotel employee can
only understand. This will ensure that a stranger will not be able know the room code
mentioned on the key tag & thus will not be able to get access to rooms The way each
hotel assigns its room numbers could be either the “straight” or “sequential” method.
In a sequential numbering method all the rooms with even numbers will be positioned on
one all side & all the rooms with odd numbers on the other side. The number 13 is
generally omitted while numbering the rooms.
Different hotels follow different procedures of patterns for numbering of rooms as per their
convenience. In resorts, the rooms & the cottages are given a name instead of a number.

Sequential Room Numbering
101

103

105

107

109

1st Floor Guest Room Corridor

102

104

106

108

110

Series room numbering. (Straight Numbering)
 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110



All room numbers come in a serial order per floor
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ROOM STATUS RECONCILIATION
Room status reconciliation is defined as ensuring that rooms are properly designated by their
current status and assigned a new status as it changes. Both housekeeping and the front desk
maintain room status.
1. State of Occupancy
2. State of cleanliness
3. State of exception
1. State of Occupancy
 Occupied – applies to a room that has been assigned to a guest and that guest has
checked in
 Vacant and Check-out – the guest has settled the bills and checked out of the room.
 Vacant and Ready – the room is available for new occupancy.
2. State of Cleanliness & Exception


State of Cleanliness has two categories:
Dirty – room has not been cleaned by housekeeping
Clean – room has been cleaned but not yet verified as clean

3. State of Exception – room was removed from inventory for a specific reason (e.g. repairs
or renovation)
ROOM STATUS CODES
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DISCREPANCY REPORT
A Discrepancy Report is prepared by the
Front Desk on receiving the Room
Verification Report from the Housekeeping.
The housekeeping department forwards the
physical occupancy report in the morning of
the individual rooms. The Front Office
compares it with the Room Rack for
reconciliation of
room
occupancy
status. Discrepancies noticed between
room rack and housekeeping room
report are noted down on a separate report
call the ‘Discrepancy Report’, which is then
handed over to a bell boy for physical check and reporting back of the room under discrepancy.
After a physical check of the room the Bell Boy notes down the correct status which is accepted
by the Front Office and room rack and reconciled accordingly.
There are two kinds of Room Status reports maintained –
1. Front Office Occupancy report (System Status) and
2. Housekeeping Room Status report (Room Verification report).
Room verification report (RVR) is prepared by housekeeping to check and verify the physical
status of all rooms. Any disagreement arising between the system status and the physical status
of rooms is called discrepancy. All discrepancies are tallied in coordination with front office.
The following points are considered: occupancy status of the rooms / number of guests occupying
/ luggage status / room and bed use status.
Each HK Associate checks the physical status of each room on their floor and compiles it in status
sheet by 10.00am. And again at 03.30 pm before close of shift The Executives compiles all floor
reports and hands over to the HK desk / Shift in charge. The desk in-charge prepares the
consolidated RVR or HK room status reports received from all floors and update the status of all
the rooms in the PMS system. The desk person enters the HK room status and HK person column
only and saves the changes on PMS.
On saving the changes, only the rooms with discrepancy remain on the screen. If the FO and HK
room status columns do not match, it results in a room discrepancy and if the FO and HK No. of
Guests columns do not match then it results in a person discrepancy. The rooms with discrepancy
are then resolved in coordination between HK and FO by finding out the reason for such a
difference. The Duty Manager / Front Office Manager physically verify the actual status of the
rooms and take the necessary action.
Various reasons for room discrepancies are:
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STATUS DISCREPANCY:
 HK status OCCUPIED – FO status VACANT: Check in not shown but guest occupying the
room; Room shifting not shown but guest occupying the room.
 HK status VACANT – FO status OCCUPIED: Check out not shown, but guest vacated the
room (skipper); Room shifting not shown but guest vacated the room.
PERSON DISCREPANCY:
 When there is a difference in the number of guests occupying the room physically as
checked by no. of beds used (HK) and the system during check in (FO).
SLEEP OUT
 Bed unused, but baggage still in the room.

Discrepancy report format:
Date: _________________
Day: __________________
Time: ________________
Prepared by: ____________________________
Reviewed by: ____________________________
Room
No.

Type of Room status No
of
Room
as per FO
persons as
per FO

Room
No
of Reason
status as persons as for
per HK
per HK
discrepan
cy

Lobby/Duty
Manager
Remarks

KEY WORDS
1. Room Designation-The room designation identifies whether it is a smoking or nonsmoking room.
2. Types of rooms -A hotel’s salesman should have a complete knowledge about its
products. All those involved in selling of rooms should have the required knowledge about
all the rooms in the property.Ex- single, double, quad, cabana, suite etc
3. Cabana – These rooms are located overlooking the swimming pool.
4. Lanai - These are rooms of hill resort hotels, which have a panoramic view of the valley
or a garden with a waterfall.
5. Suite - The term “suite” refers to a set of two rooms of which one is a sitting room or a
living room & the other the bedroom. This type of accommodation is costlier than the other.
6. Room Configuration - Room configurations characterize the physical make up of a guest
room, therefore looking at differences in guest rooms within a particular hotel
7. Room Preferences- Room type, configuration and designation all come together to create
the specific room a hotel guest may seek. The guest room preference, if met, will play a
major role in overall satisfaction.
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“FRONT OFFICE ABBREVIATIONS”
IATA = International Air Transport Association
IAPA = International Airlines Passengers Association
IAAI = International Airlines Authority of India
AAI = Airport Authority of India
APC= All Payments Cash
VAT = Value Added Tax
NCR = National Cash Register
GIT = Group Inclusive Tour or Group Inclusive tariff
FIT = Free Individual Traveler
FFIT = Foreign Free Individual Traveler
DFIT = Domestic Free Individual Traveler
GRC = Guest Registration Card
CVGR = Company Volume Guaranteed Rate
ITDC = India Tourism Development Corporation
LT = Luxury Tax
FHRAI = Federation of Hotel & Restaurant Association of India
HRACC = Hotel & Restaurant Approval Classification Committee
EB = Extra Bed
TA = Travel Agent
TAV- Travel Agent Voucher
CIP = Commercially Important Person
FRRO = Foreigner Regional Registration Office
EA = Expected Arrival
ED = Expected Departure
DOA = Date of Arrival
DOD = Date of Departure
CRS = Central Reservation System
IRS = Instant Reservation System
GDS = Global Distribution System
IRD = In Room Dining
ARR = Average Room Revenue
ADR : Average Daily Rate
RevPAR = Revenue per Available room
TAAI = Travel Agents Association of India
AV = Allowance Voucher
GWB = Guest weekly bill
BTC = Bill to company
RR = Rack Rate / Room Rate
PBX = Private Branch Exchange
EPABX = Electronic Private Automatic Branch Exchange
STD = Subscriber Trunk Dialing
ISD = International Subscriber Dialing
CAS = Call Accounting System
PCO = Public Call Office
POS = Point Of Sale
MOD = Manager on Duty
RNA = Room not assigned
FFC = Fruit Flowers and Cookies
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GLOSSARY TERMS
AMENDMENT
An Amendment is a formal change made from original booking of a room in a hotel. Amendment
can be pre-ponement or postponement of accommodation booking, date of check-in or checkout, change of number of persons who will be occupying the room.
Amendment or revision is basically a combination of two processes i.e. the cancellation of the
previous booking and then making of the new booking. Amendments can be for earlier dates or
for later dates or change in duration of stay or change in type of accommodation required.
AAI
Airport Authority of India. The landing, take off and security of the aircraft is under this authority
which means that the air traffic services like navigational aid, en-route in the air for various airlines
is provided by AAI.
ATRIUM CONCEPTS
It is a large open air or skylight covered space surrounded by a building (such as hotel) usually
having fountain or pool and a glass roof. This is a very unique design especially of a high ceiling
reception area where each guest room overlooks the lobby from the first floor to the roof. The
lobby generally has a glass capsule lift or stairs from which the lobby can be viewed from every
guest floor.
AMENITIES
A term first used in the early 1980s to denote “extras” placed in guest rooms, such as shampoo,
shower cap and hair dryer. Since then it has come to refer to the wide range of products and
services that distinguishes one property from its competitors, such as concierge service,
complimentary shoe shine service, use of hotel Limousine during business hours. According to
the VIP level, fruits, flowers, cookies, soft drinks, nut platter etc. also are provided to the guests.
AMERICAN PLAN (AP)
American Plan which includes room, breakfast, lunch and dinner (three meals). Sometimes early
morning tea is also included. This plan is also called En-Pension or Full Board.
AIRPORT HOTEL
Hotels that are situated at the airport and are ideal for transit passengers who have only a few
hours in the city making it impossible for them to stay in a downtown hotel. Rates are on European
Plan i.e. charges for Room only.
AIRPORT TRANSFER
Service sometimes offered by hotels free for guests, providing transportation to and/or from the
airport either on demand or according to frequent schedule. Hotel owned limousines or courtesy
vehicles often transport guests between hotel and the airport. Guests always enjoy significant
cost savings and convenience from such arrangement. Airport Representatives of the concerned
hotel coordinates such arrangements. Rates are generally on European Plan i.e. charges for
Room only. Example: Centaur hotel, New Delhi
BERMUDA PLAN
Bermuda Plan includes Room and American Breakfast (Continental breakfast and Eggs to order)
BLACK LIST
Black list is the list authorized by the Hotel Management of the names of all persons not welcome
in the hotel. This can also be a list of guest who have patronized the hotel previously at the venue
but are now banned from doing so may be because they were drunk or displaying undesirable
behavior or unsatisfactory credit record.
BLOCK BOOKING
Term used for a reservation for several people at the same time, normally on the same rate e.g.
tours, groups or conference delegations. (or) An agreed-upon number of rooms set aside for
members of a group planning to stay at a hotel.
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BACK TO BACK
Heavy checkout and check-in on the same day relating to tours and groups. As one group leaves
another arrives.
BUDGET HOTELS
Budget Hotels provide cheaper, cleaner and inexpensive and more basic guest room, often with
limited food and beverage services. Budget hotels are also called economy hotels appeal to
budget minded travelers who travel on limited funds.
BUMPED RESERVATION
The refusal of a guest with a reservation and subsequent placement of the guest to another hotel.
This situation happens in a hotel at the time of overbooking.
BOUNCED RESERVATION
The refusal of a guest with a reservation due to an error in planning by the hotel. This occurs in a
hotel when more bookings are taken than the rooms are available.
BRUNCH
This meal is provided between breakfast and lunch often accompanied by Champagne.
CHECK-IN
Check- in is the arrival of the guest who registers himself at the Reception. The registered guests
are assigned accommodation by way of providing room keys to the guest along with the resident
card.
CHECKOUT
The procedure of settling the hotel account on departure of a guest or the guest who settles the
account, deposits the room key and leaves the hotel. By checkout process the guests terminates
their status as resident guests of the hotel. The goal of checkout activity in hotels is to accomplish
this process.
CIP
Commercially important person. CIPs basically comprise of business travelers who frequent the
hotel, tour leaders or tour operators who escort groups to the hotel or conference organizers who
generate business to the hotel.
COMPLIMENTARY:
The room is occupied, but the guest is assessed no charge for its use.
CRIB RATE
Crib Rate is the room rate charged to children below 5 years of age. It is less than the rack rate
on the actual rate charged to an adult.
CVGR
Company Volume Guaranteed Rate. The special rate extended by the hotel based on the volume
of booking generated by the potential company in the form of room nights. The company takes
the responsibility to pay for the noshow guests or company officials even if they do not turn up.
CP
Continental Plan which includes Room and continental breakfast.
CLOSED DATES
The status of the dates for which a reservation system will not accept additional reservations.
CONCIERGE
An employee whose basic task is to serve as the guest’s liaison with both hotel and non-hotel
attractions, facilities, services and activities. Though the task of the Concierge is of much
importance to the guest and the hotel, he cannot be identified under one department. Concierges
are certified by the International Association of Concierges known as Les Clef d’Or.
CORPORATE RATE
An agreed rate charged for executive/personnel from business and corporates, normally regular
guests.
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CABANA
Room attached to the swimming pool with one sofa-cum-bed. These rooms are usually separated
from the hotel’s main building.
CASINO
Hotels with gambling facilities may be categorized as Casino Hotels. Casino Hotels attract guest
by promoting gaming and entertainment. Casino hotels frequently provide guests with specialty
restaurant and extravagant floorshows. Gambling activities at some Casino hotels operate 24
hours a day.
COMMERCIAL HOTEL (Downtown Hotel)
One that caters to business clientele. It is located in the heart of the city within the short distance
of the business center, shopping areas, theatres, public and private sector etc. Rates in these
hotels are normally high due to their locational advantage.
CHANCE CUSTOMERS/GUESTS
Persons who arrive without a reservation and who are not normally regular customers or guests.
They are also known as Walk in guests.
CORPORATE RATE
Category of price discount on extra services offered by a hotel or other business in an effort to
attract guests traveling on business. The hotel may sign a contract with the potential company so
as to generate room nights, rate agreements with validity and financial responsibilities. Corporate
rates are popular in Downtown or business class hotels.
CONDOMINIUM
Any multiple ownership arrangement with or without buildings (ownership of trailer spaces and
hookups, recreational facilities). Same as Timesharing.
CONDOMINIUM HOTEL
Hotel totally or partly comprised of individually owned condominium units. All or some of the
owners have agreed to an arrangement that permit management to offer the units as hotel rooms
at specified times of the year in return for the share of the revenue. When appropriate amenities
exist, called Resort Condominium.
CHAIN HOTEL
A hotel owned by or affiliated with other properties. Chain hotels impose certain minimum
standards, rules, policies and procedures on their affiliates. Some chains have strong control over
architecture, management and standards of their hotels. Chain hotel properties typically
encourage guests to plan their stay ahead of time by offering direct communication affiliated
properties.
CUT-OFF DATE
Designated date by which additional specific action must be taken by a person who has reserved
a room or face invalidation of reservation. (or) The date agreed upon between a group and a hotel
after which all unreserved rooms in the group’s block will be released back to the general rooms
inventory for sale.
DAY USE / DAY USE ROOM / DAY RATE
A room status term indicates that the room will be used for less than an overnight stay.
Rooms that are used for less than an overnight stay. It can be used from 6.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m.
or 12 noon to 12 midnights but not after midnight.
It is the rate given for half day or full day time. It can be 6.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. or 12.00 noon to
12 midnights, but not after midnight.
DELUXE HOTEL
The hotel offering top facilities with regard to elegance and service.
DEMI PENSION
It is also called Modified American Plan or Half Board. The term Demi Pension includes Room
Rent + Breakfast + Lunch or Dinner.
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DOWNTOWN HOTEL
It is located in the heart of the city within a short distance of the business center, shopping areas,
theatres, public buildings, etc. Rates in these hotels are normally high due to their locational
advantage and also due to the fact that the rate of return on investment (ROI) computed on these
capital intensive hotels is substantially high. Normally business clientele prefer such hotels.
DISCREPANCY REPORT
A Discrepancy report is prepared by the Front Desk on receiving the Room Report from the
Housekeeping. The Front Office compares it with the Room Rack for reconciliation of room status.
Discrepancies noticed between room rack and housekeeping room report are noted down on a
separate report call the ‘Discrepancy Report’, which is then handed over to a bell boy for physical
check and reporting back of the room under discrepancy. After a physical check of the room the
Bell Boy notes down the correct status which is accepted by the Front Office and room rack and
reconciled accordingly.
DOUBLE-DOUBLE
Room designated to accommodate two, three or four persons; a room with 2 double beds. Also,
called Twin-Double.
DOUBLE ROOM
It has a double bed or a composite bed meant for two persons.
DOOR MAN / LINKMAN
Another member of the uniformed staff. His place of duty is outside the main entrance of the hotel.
He is responsible for cleanliness and good order of the front entrance of the hotel and area around
it. He opens the car and taxi doors and carries a large umbrella in case it is raining. He may wear
a peak cap as part of his uniform. When a car or taxi arrives, he signals to the bell desk to send
a bell boy and then opens the door of the car and helps the guest in coming out of the car at the
same time the bell boy handles the luggage of the guest. He keeps the unwanted visitors away
from the hotel. At the time of departure he collects the out pass before allowing the luggage of
the departure guest to go out of the hotel. His job is to call the taxi for the guest or call for the car
of the guest.
DUPLEIX SUITE
Room spread over two floors with interconnecting staircase. Generally the parlous is at the lower
level and bed room above.
EPABX
Electronic Private Automatic Branch Exchange. This is a type of telephone exchange that has a
large number of extensions, each extension has an individual meter. The service connection do
not minimize the extensions connecting since these are given no separate working digits. The
guests and executives can dial an internal extension and outside calls straight without going
through the telephone operator.
E-MAIL
A communication system that uses an electronic network to send messages via computers.
EP
European Plan (room only basis) Meal plan where only room rent is included.
EN PENSION
American Plan which includes room rent, breakfast, lunch and dinner (three meals). Sometimes
early morning tea is also included. This plan is also called En-Pension or Full Board.
ERRAND CARD
The lobby attendant arrival and departure errand card is maintained by the bell boy for each and
every arrival and departure. It has details like, name of bellboy, name of the guest, number and
description of the baggage and signatures of the bell captain and the bellboy. It is a record of all
the activities undertaken by the bellboy and helps to control the movement of bellboys.
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FRRO
Foreigners Regional Registration Office. These offices are located in Metropolitan cities like Delhi,
Mumbai, Kolkota and Chennai and the ‘C’ Form records of foreign guests registered in the hotels
are sent to them according to the concerned jurisdiction for review.
FIT
FIT is a Free Individual Traveler in Hotel parlance and is any person who makes booking directly
with a hotel and not through travel agent. FITs are usually leisure guests whose purpose of travel
is sightseeing and enjoyment.
FLOOR LIMIT
It is also known as House Limit or Sanctioned Limit. A maximum amount a hotel can accept on a
credit card. An amount set by the credit card company.
FREE SALE
Rooms ready for sale after going through all reservation charts.
FORECAST
Expectation based on past-present data. Forecasting is a task of the Front Office department that
affects other areas of the hotel. Restaurants and other sales outlets will base their expectations
of trade on the occupancy forecast produced by Front Office.
FAX
Facsimile Transmission. A machine for transmitting and receiving message including graphics.
Whereas the orthodox telex machines can only transmit and receive texts only.
FLASH REPORT
Flash report indicates the breakup of room allocation and revenue thereof.
FLOATEL
A Hotel on a ship/cruise.
FLOAT
The delay in payment from an account after using a credit card or personal cheque.
FRANCHISEE
A hotel owner who has access to a national reservation system and receives the benefits of the
corporation’s management expertise, financial backing, national advertising and group
purchasing.
FRANCHISE
A license to operate hotel using a trade mark, training and operating manuals supplied by a wellknown Chain.
FORECASTING
Projecting occupancy and room sales for a specific period. Forecasting enables front desk to
maximize revenue and optimize room nights and contribute to the yield management.
FOYER
Lobby. Common lounge for all resident and non-resident guests
FULL SERVICE HOTEL
Provides a wide selection of guest services in addition to accommodation, such as food and
beverage, room service, laundry services etc.
FULL BOARD
American Plan which includes room, breakfast, lunch and dinner (three meals). Sometimes early
morning tea is also included. This plan is also called En-Pension.
GUEST FOLIO
A Guest record of charges and payments. A form with the hotel’s logo and a control number and
allowing space for room number, guest identification, date in and date out, and room rate in the
upper left hand corner; it allows for guest charges to be imprinted with a posting machine and
filed in room number sequence.
HOLLYWOOD TWIN ROOM
A Room which has two single beds with single common head board meant for two persons.
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HOUSE LIMIT
An amount set by the hotel which allows for a maximum amount of guests charges.
Or
An amount set by the hotel for guest account balances. When an account exceeds the specified
amount, the guest’s credit worthiness is checked. Also called the FLOOR LIMIT of the hotel.
HOUSEKEEPING STATUS
Terminology which indicates availability of guest to enter a room such as OCCUPIED (guest or
guests are already occupying a room), STAYOVER (Guest who will not be checking out of a room
on current day), ON CHANGE (Guest has checked out of room, but the housekeeping staff has
not released the room for occupancy), OUT OF ORDER (room is not available for occupancy
because of mechanical malfunction) and AVAILABLE (room is available for a guest to occupy).
HOBIC
Hotel Outward Bound Information Centre
HEALTH CLUB
Provides gymnasium, health baths (Jacuzzi, Steam Bath), massages, etc for the purpose of
improving health.
HOSPITALITY ROOM
A room used by a hotel guest to entertain his own guest and usually charged on hourly basis.
HELD BAGGAGE
The guest property held in lieu of payment of a room
INFORMATION RACK
Whitney Rack kept in the Information Section. Names are in alphabetical order. It is used to help
in the delivery of mail, telephone messages, deliveries to guests and to answer enquiries of guests
and visitors.
Or
An alphabetic listing of all registered guests, cross-referenced by room number.
INTERNET
A network of computer systems that share information over telephone lines. Internet is also
network of networks that can give us a virtual tour of many informative sites.
INDEPENDENT HOTEL
A hotel that is not associated with a franchise.
INDUCTION
An organizational process to familiarize a new recruit to the organization and workplace.
INNS
They are small in size with modest board and lodging facilities. They may be located anywhere
within or outside the city. They are the forerunners of the modern motel.
JACUZZI
Jet of hot water flow in tub in all 8 sides.
KEY CARD
Card issued to the guest on registration. It displays room number, name, rate and other relevant
details. Used when the guest requests the key.
KEYLESS LOCK
Electronic Key system made out of plastic, meal or pressed paper key with electronic codes
embedded on a magnetic strip.
LEFT LUGGAGE
Guest baggage kept in custody of the hotel after the guest has checked out which will be later
collected by him.
LOBBY
Common Lounge for all resident and non-resident guests. It is also called FOYER
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LOG
Record of happenings.
LOTEL
Hotel with helipad facility.
LIMITED FLOORS
Luxury service provided by a hotel whereby only registered guests are permitted access to certain
parts of the property (Club Floor).
Lock-out:
The room has been locked so that the guest cannot re-enter until he or she is cleared by a hotel
official.
Late check-out:
The guest has requested and is being allowed to check out later than the hotel's standard checkout time.
KEY RACK
A storage unit (rack, shelf, drawer) for guest room key. Often combined with Mail Rack
MURPHY BED
A bed that is hinged at the base of the headboard and swings up into the wall for storage; another
name for this type bed is SICO (or) A bed that folds into the wall or appears to be a sideboard
when stowed away.
MOTEL
This term is derived from the phrase, ‘motor hotels’, which are located principally on highways.
They provide modest board and lodging to highway travelers. The length of the stay is usually
overnight, thus rates quoted are on European Plan i.e. room only.
NO SHOW
The reservation that fails to arrive.
OCCUPIED:
A guest is currently registered to the room.
OCCUPANCY
The manner in which the front office staff represents the hotel is important throughout the guest
cycle, particularly during the occupancy stage.
ON CHANGE
The status of a guest room recently vacated but not yet ready for a new guest.
ON REQUEST
Status of room wherein a reservation is made subject to confirmation at a later date.
OVERBOOKING
Accepting reservations for more rooms than are available by forecasting the number of no-show
reservations, stayover, understays and walk-ins with a goal of attaining 100% occupancy (or)
Term meaning to accept more rooms than there are available. This is done to ensure 100%
occupancy, allowing for cancellation, no-shows and early departures.
PENT HOUSE
A house or room on the roof or top floor of a tall building or hotel or terrace level, one side may
be open to the sky.
MEAL PLAN
Room and meal package
PAGING
‘Paging’ is the system of displaying the name of the guest on a small board with a long handle.
The board id held above the head of the bell boy and has small bells which are rung to draw the
attention of customers to the board. When a phone call is received for a guest in a specified
location, this paging system is used to contact guests The bell boy does the paging in most public
areas especially the lobby.
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PARLOUR
1. A Sitting room that is part of a suite. In emergencies, parlours can service as extra bedrooms
2) A guest room with a hideaway bed, giving the room the appearance of a sitting room.
QUADRAPLE/QUAD
Room suitable for occupancy for four persons. It consists of four single beds or one double and 2
single beds.
RETENTION CHARGES
A charge levied on individual guest or group for default in reservation or stay
ROOM RACK
Whitney Slips placed in Whitney Rack in the Reception (or) Whitney Racks maintained at
reception in the chronology of room numbers.
RACK RATE
Rack rate is also called printed tariff reflected in the tariff card without discount (or) The standard
rate quoted from the room rack; the published rate that is posted in each guest room.
ROLLAWAY
A spare bed that can be wheeled into a room
RESORT HOTEL
This type of hotel is located in the hills or at beaches. It is mainly patronized by vacationers. Basic
facilities are provided and the rates offered are often on American Plan, i.e. room plus all meals
included.
ROTELS
Hotels on wheels are called Rotels (e.g. Palace on Wheels)
ROOM CHANGE SLIP
Move notification slip shifting from one room to another room.
SKIPPER
A Skipper is a person who stays in the hotel and enjoys the facilities provided by the hotel and
departs without paying the bills.
What is a SLEEPER
A Room that appears to be occupied although it is vacant due to an error in room status reporting
at the Front Desk. E.g.- The Cashier did the billing, but forgot to update the check out on the
system
Name three categories that indicate the STATUS BOARD AT RESERVATIONS?
Sold Out, On Request, Free Sale (Open).
SLEEPOUT (S/O)
A means of tracking how reservations were made or how a guest arrived at the hotel.
SPATT (SPECIAL ATTENTION)
A notation used on internal written communications, such as a reservation or registration, to alert
the staff to any special service required for this guest. The SPATT would have to be specified
(e.g. required wheelchair access, needs non-allergic pillow, inform manager upon arrival)
SUBURBAN HOTEL
Located in the suburbs, it has the advantage of quieter surroundings. Rates quoted are moderate
to low. Such hotels are ideal for budget travelers and also organizations who find the quiet setting
ideal for conferences, seminars, educational programmes etc.
SUITE
Two rooms inter-connected with one room as living room and the other as bed room. More
facilities are offered e.g. Mini Bar, Pantry. It can also have one or more bed rooms. The dimension
of the rooms is usually large.
SAUNA BATH
System of cleansing one’s body through perspiration by dry heat.
STUDIO
Room with one bed and a sofa-cum-bed
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STAYOVER:
The guest is not expected to check out today and will remain at least one more night.
SLEEP-OUT:
A guest is registered to the room, but the bed has not been used.
SLEEPER:
The guest has settled his or her account and left the hotel, but the front office staff has failed to
properly update the room's status.
SUITE/JUNIOR SUITE
A large room with a partition separating the living room from the bed room.
TRANSIENT GUEST
A short term guest, one who stops while en-route to other destinations.
TIME SHARE HOTEL
It is a modern version of residential hotels and are composed of owner leased units.
UNDER STAYS
Guests who arrive on time but decide to leave before their predicted date of departure.
UPSELL
To suggest and sell room more than the guest’s expectation. Also, to sell more facilities and get
more revenue for the hotel.
UPGRADE
To move guest into a higher priced room category, while still charging the lower rate.
VACANT AND READY:
The room has been cleaned and inspected and is ready for an arriving guest.
What is VALET?
Another member of uniformed staff in the Hotel. Laundry attendant who receives and delivers
guests’ laundry. (or) Special services such as dry cleaning, ironing and mending. His position may
be small but is of great importance.
VIP AMENITIES
Any gesture given complimentary to a guest by the hotel management.
VALET PARKING
Optional service offered by the Hotel wherein an employee parks the car and returns it to you
when requested.
What is WALK-IN?
A ‘walk-in’ in hotel terminology is person who checks in to a hotel without prior reservation. He is
registered into the hotel if rooms are available.
WAITLIST
Names and telephone numbers of guests who wish to make a reservation for a sold out date. If a
vacancy occurs, the guest is contacted.
WALKING A GUEST WITH A RESERVATION
Offering accommodation at another hotel to a guest who has reservation when your hotel is
overbooked. (or)
Turning away a guest who holds a confirmed reservation because of the lack of available rooms.
This may involve paying for the guest’s accommodation at another hotel.
EDC.
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